Dornier Do.17Z, F1+FM of 4./KG76
Based at Cormeilles-en-Vexin, France, June 1940.
(Or- how I performed keyhole surgery.)
By Colin Ovens
Kit: 1/72nd Airfix AX05010

When Airfix announced their newly-tooled 1/72 kit of the Dornier Do.17Z medium bomber, it seemed inevitable
that I would build one, having peered, in November 2013, into a plastic tent at the RAF Museum at Cosford,
where the conservation of the Dornier Do.17Z airframe, recently recovered from the Goodwin Sands, is
currently being undertaken. The kit was released in mid-2014, and at Christmas that year, my son, Robin,
presented me with the kit.
Inside the tightly-packed box, I discovered 170 parts, on one clear, and four light blue runners. This would
be my first multi-engine build from the new generation of Airfix kits: and an inspection of the components and
instructions revealed that this model was clearly not going to be a quick build; I had a number of projects in
hand (excuses!), so the kit was put aside- until 26th December 2015...
Meanwhile, I invested in a set of Montex masks, to cater for the (very clear) multifaceted transparencies, and
for the somewhat complex RLM70/71/65 splinter camouflage scheme. I also obtained Xtradecal sheet X72206;
this provides the modeller with eleven options, (including two Finnish airframes- one of which is shown in postwar service during 1947; this scheme tempted me greatly- and still does); I finally chose a Luftwaffe scheme,
from summer 1940.
Building begins with the exceptionally well-detailed cockpit area. I know many say the inclusion of such great
detail is questionable, as, for example, in the recent Avro Shackleton MR.2 from Airfix, where a complete,
highly detailed interior is provided, only to be rendered virtually invisible once the fuselage halves are closed.
With the Dornier, EVERYTHING is on show, as well a very detailed bomb-bay. There is even a choice of pilot’s
seat; all seats are beautifully rendered,
including the webbing of the folding seats
of the remaining crew members. Seat belts
are missing; I made mine from the foil from
a wine bottle, painted them a tan colour, and
after the paint dried, scraped paint off the
ends to represent buckles- most effective!
Be warned, however, everything is a tight
fit in the cockpit area, emphasising just how
cramped was the crew’s accommodation.
Every part of the interior was painted with
Vallejo’s RLM02 Grey and weathered and
shaded/highlighted before installation. Both
cockpit and bomb-bay really deserve much
care- and time; it is well worth the effort!
(insert Photos 2 & 16)

Four crew figures are provided (with
separate right arms to pose as the builder
wishes). These are very well moulded; being
among the best crew figures I’ve seen in a
kit in this scale. On the other hand, I think
that placing them in the Dornier’s cramped
cockpit will seriously detract from the
excellent detail therein. (Later, I was rather
relieved that I had left them out...) The
fuselage halves were joined, and detailing of
the bomb-bay area completed: bombs and
an auxiliary fuel tank would be installed at
a later step. A scratch-built “towel-rail”
aerial was also added beneath the fuselage.
(This aerial is prominent on Dornier Do.17Z
airframes: Airfix omits it. Why?)
After the fuselage was completed, the single
piece upper wing/centre section/bomb-bay roof was fitted, and, after this, the lower wings. No problems were
encountered here. The rear of the nacelles and undercarriage bays were next to be built, and the engines’
rear cowlings were attached to the firewalls, along with the exhaust collector rings. Then the construction of
the engines and their forward cowlings began; it looked easy, judging from the instructions- and it would have
been, if only the cylinder banks and the other components forward of them had been a “milli-whisker” smaller in
diameter...
The forward engine cowlings were assembled and left for the joints to harden while the completed engines
were fitted to the airframe. The port engine cowling was then slid into position over the engine- well that
was what should have happened. In truth, the cowling slid nearly into position- then stuck fast! To reverse
the process, and rectify the situation with a sanding stick was the logical solution- but, as I tried to free the
cowling, there was a risk of breaking the engine and attachments. So, in some state of desperation, I applied
some solvent (Plastic Weld) to the inside the cowling, paused for a moment- and pushed. The solvent softened
the ends of the engine components sufficiently to allow the cowling to slide into its correct position. Thus,
having learnt how to cope with this problem, I now attended to the starboard engine, giving each part that
would contact the cowling a few wipes with a sanding stick, and then slid the cowling into position- this one
got further than the port cowling, before it too jammed- barely 2mm from its correct location..! Once more,
solvent was applied to the cowling’s interior; finally, all was well.
In my opinion, the fault here lies partly with Airfix; the points at which the various engine components are
attached to the sprues do not give one a clearly defined “cutting mark”- cut too close to the sprue, and one has
the above problem- cut the parts too finely, and one has undersized components. (This problem also came to
light when the kit was reviewed on the HyperScale website.)
Following the instructions, the next step was to fit the variable incidence tail-plane and elevators; how many
people knew that the Dornier Do.17Z had a variable incidence tail-plane, which moved through 15o? I didn’t.
The elevators were fitted next; again their prescribed movement was clearly shown in the instructions- up 24o,
down 22o. The twin fins and separate rudders were then attached. The flaps were next- one has a choice of
having them extended or retracted- I chose the former setting. The ailerons are also fitted separately.
Next was construction of the undercarriage legs. In some reviews of the kit, I read that the undercarriage
assembly was easy to fit, but was (a) very delicate, and (b) prone to being warped on the sprue owing to
the thinness of the components, so I therefore approached this stage rather warily... I had no problems
whatsoever! Yes, the delicate components must be cut from the sprue with care (I use a Xuron sprue cutter),
but my examples were not warped. Once it is assembled, the undercarriage is very sturdy.
With the undercarriage legs complete (without wheels, which have bulged/flattened tyres- which I fitted
later), I moved on to the bomb-bay. The following is provided: 20x 50kg bombs, 2x 250kg bombs, a long-range
fuel tank, support beams for the 250kg bombs, and bomb racks for the 50kg bombs- a goodly selection to be
used in various combinations, which are clearly shown. I equipped my “flying pencil” with the long-range tank
in the forward part of the bomb-bay, and a 250kg bomb in the after section, though I did not add the weapon
until nearer completion.
The nose glazing and main canopy presents a small problem: there are three 7.92mm MG15 machine guns to be
fitted into these glazed parts. In the January 2016 edition of the “Airfix Hobby Magazine”, a reader asked
how best to fix these guns, and paint and varnish the clear parts; he suggested that it might be best to tack
the glazing first, for painting, remove it, attach the guns, and then re-attach the clear parts to the fuselage.
To me, this seemed a sane approach. The printed response was to advise the reader to fit the guns to the clear

parts, permanently fix the clear parts to the fuselage, then cut off the gun barrels(!), mask, paint, and finish
the model. When all is done, one then drills out both cut ends of each barrel, and then insert a thin piece of
copper wire! Then, one rejoins the barrels..! If anyone can do this successfully, I’d be amazed, as those barrels
are scale diameter. I think that the soft plastic that Airfix uses would render this practice nigh impossible
without ruining the gun barrels- even for anyone into micro-engineering!
My solution was to mask the nose and canopy glazing (using the Montex set), and tack them onto the fuselage.
I then (Montex) masked the airframe and sprayed the camouflage, using Xtracolor enamels: first, RLM65
Hellblau was sprayed on the underside and then masked to create the demarcation between upper and lower
camouflage, after which RLM71 (Dunklegrun) was sprayed on all upper surfaces. After two days’ drying and
curing, the upper camouflage masking was applied, and RLM70 (Schwartzgrun) was sprayed over the upper
airframe. After a further two days’ drying and curing, the camouflage masks were peeled off, revealing an
excellent rendition of the complex splinter pattern. At this point, I removed the nose glazing and canopy,
but did not remove the masking thereon. The guns were then fitted to the glazing, using PVA glue. Now I
could permanently fit the glazing- still masked- to the airframe, decal the model, apply the final satin varnish,
and then peel off the nose and canopy masking, but the fragility and vulnerability of the machine guns gave
me concern, thus, to avoid any handling accidents, I applied the decals before re-fitting the (now gun-armed)
canopy and nose glazing.
Before this, however, I had some “keyhole surgery”
to perform... On first reading the instructions,
I discovered that the ventral machine gun was
not to be fitted until almost the end of the build,
at Step 71 (out of 76). Fitting this fragile gun
involves some very tricky manoeuvring through
the after area of the completed cockpit, and
passing the barrel through a tiny offset hole in the
ventral “fish bowl” glazing- it looks so easy in the
instructions. I considered alternative (better?)
ways of dealing with this gun- but, it seems that
the guys at Airfix have the only really easy solution
that avoids further complications; so, it was with
some trepidation that I arrived at Step 71. My
first move was to very carefully ream out that tiny
hole in the ventral glazing- I recommend the use of
a good quality jeweller’s broach to do this. If only
I could access the damn’ thing, I now had a decent hole through which to pass the gun barrel. First, I applied
clear PVA glue to the gun- then I had to get it into position- not easy- but, to my amazement, by taking off my
glasses and using a long, fine pair of tweezers, and with very slow, careful manoeuvring, I positioned the gun
correctly- at the third attempt. Reaming the hole in the glazing was helpful; using PVA glue ensures that the
transparency of the glazing is maintained. If crew figures are already fitted- as per the instructions, this stage
may be rather more awkward.
Decals (from Xtradecal sheet X72206) were applied, using the Micro Set and Micro Sol system. Although not
used, except for the extensive stencilling, the kit decals (no swastikas) are beautifully printed.
Propellers, spinners, and prop shafts came next; these assemblies were painted ready for installation near the
end of the build. The aerial and D.F. loop were added to the (still masked) canopy; the wheels were fitted at
this stage.
Satin varnish was airbrushed over the airframe
(Luftwaffe aircraft exteriors were not matt), using
Xtracrylix matt varnish, which (from my bottle,
at least) gives a good semi-matt finish. After the
varnish had dried, the Montex masking was (finally!)
carefully removed from the clear panels (very little
touching-in was needed); the propellers were fitted,
and the crew entry hatch was fitted in the open
position. The final task was to fit the landing light
in the port wing, with a spot of PVA glue. However,
I dropped this tiny clear part, which was promptly
eaten by the resident carpet monster; I used a
minute blob of Rocket Glue ’n’ Glaze instead, which
works very well.
So, after 71 hours’ work (not including paint drying),
that’s it- done!

It is a superb kit, but one on which care
must be lavished. It presents no big
problems to the average, experienced
modeller, but, unlike kits of earlier
generations, instructions should be
followed precisely, otherwise the
precision and complexity of the kit’s
assembly will prevent a happy outcome.
In my opinion, Airfix’s new-tool, “red
box” generation kits are, in terms of
quality, on a par- or very nearly so- with
the “top” manufacturers’ kits. My only
gripe is that Airfix uses a rather soft
plastic which can render their excellent
mouldings less crisp than they might be.
Would I build another? Well, I will not
rule that out- perhaps that unusual,
post-war Finnish example..? Though,
not just yet! Thank you, Robin, for
my 2014 Christmas present- a very
enjoyable build!
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